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About This Content

Feel like a Viking god with a choice of 6 powerful paint jobs!

Freya's Blessing

Loki's Cunning

Njord's Resilience

Odin's Wisdom

Thor's Fury

Tyr's Wrath

All of these godly themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Title: Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Viking Legends
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 6 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 40 MB available space

Sound: DirectX compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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euro truck simulator 2 viking legends download. euro truck simulator 2 - viking legends

Don't even bother. This game does not work. I tried it first on a macbook pro at it's lowest quality and resolution, didnt work
properly. Just extremely laggy. Then tried it on a middle class Windows10 PC (with updated drivers etc), and still no go, this
time actually somewhat worse, just black. Not worth the ca. 30 cents paid. C'mon guys. Ridiculous.. This is worse than Chapter
1. I wasn't scared at all. Also too short.. Everyone has one alternate costume in the game for free before you start griping about
being charged for this sort of thing.. amazing game, needs more recognition. Its free and pretty fun.. Enjoyed playing this game
so far. Reminds me of some games I use to play in the arcade back in the 90s. It's free, and is a solid game worth trying.
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Strictly speaking, this game has nothing to do with horror genre, but it's still quite enjoyable and strangely relaxing experience
despite the fact that you must run around like crazy to be in time with everything.
I'd even call this game cute at some point, because the spirit that is constantly calling a sex line while chuckling lasciviously is
such a playful poltergeist! Seriously, how can anyone be mad at his little pranks?. Cant play it in windows 10. Graphics seems
glithed and at the startup of the game it say: want to call your profile or something and cant press ok. Can only press cross but
that doesnt do anything.. Conceptually I really wanted to like this game, "management" games like this are normally kind of my
jam especially when they come withs ome kind of interactable portion for deciding outcomes.

But this game is not anywhere close to ready for release.

Bad tutorials, Clunky Control Schemes, Unintivite Game Merchanics. Just so many bad things going on here that take a nice
steaming dump on what could have otherwise been a very interesting concept.. More or less megaman, but it's a good game with
some interesting weapons and upgrades and 2 differnt heros that have differnt weapons and playstyles.. 100% rip off of Hero
Quest. Yes please! But it could have tried more to be more than that. Bags of potential left untapped. If this had more content,
bad guys, variety and er, game, I'd buy it and support it.

On a positive note, it would make a great mobile game and it is also cheap. I've only played about an hour. So, my first run-
through I got shot at by a guy in a hut on the beach roughly SW of the starting point...a mile and a half maybe. So I flank around
to the other side. He's still looking where I had been. Damn the hard tiki floor! As soon as I stepped on it he turned around and
shot me with a pump-action. I run through and go a bit more right this time and came up on a burning hut\/small village of three
huts. A dead chick with a battery in her hand and a hole in her head is lying on the ground between the first two. I grab the
battery and circle around to get inside the big hut where I discover another dead body holding a .45. Aha and it has three rounds
in it! Yay! I head back towards pump-action Al, only this time I come up over a ridge from the other side where I can look
down on him better. I see no one else. I sneak as close as I can with my gun aimed at him until he begins to turn around. I fill
him with lead! Inside are another pump-=action, fully-loaded, (8 rounds) fuel and lots of food. Not bad, but I had to quit so I
can work-out and get ready to crash. So far, it needs work, but pretty fun and definitely, if you think someone can see you but
they haven't fired yet...back off and try to get around them from behind. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!

8\/10 Will play and die again and again...:P. Absolutely amazing what these guys are doing.. Perfect for couch party!!
addictive gameplay and heavy armored bosses.
it's a lot of fun when playing with friends (throwing stool at each other).

i recomend this game. You can't set resolution, it's like 2k or 4k all the time :/. Awesome couch-party-game! A good variety of
maps and a lot of options for adapting the game after your preferences.
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